the narrative and in his conclusion, Sellers returns to Foucault and especially Foucault's discussion of Jeremy Bentham's idea of control through an ability to see all that is going on. While he suggests that Foucault wanted to demonstrate how such a panoptic gaze serves to discipline subordinate groups, Sellers also points out that Alice Hamilton and othersby their presence in the workplace and their consequent ability to visualize industrial hazardswere able to target their "disciplinary exertions not so much on workers as on their employers" (p. ). Thus, unlike other medical historians writing on occupational healthfrom George Rosen through David Rosner and Alan DericksonSellers appears not to be concerned with contributing to labor history. This is his privilege and is not meant as a criticism of this book.
Sellers's treatment of workers also should not be surprising, given the book's subtitle. As Sellers explains in the Prologue, his primary concern is environmental history, and his framework is his understanding of the evolution of industrial hygiene into environmental health science. Even so, the subtitle is a little odd because the book is almost entirely about industrial hazards, with only a coda on the broader environmental issues. Public health professionals today still talk about a field called "occupational and environmental health." Sellers evidently means to subordinate the occupational to the environmental. He may have a point in doing so.
Sellers is a first-rate researcher and capable writer who has succeeded in making order out of a tangled web of strands from very diverse sources. He is passionate about his subject matter and tries to address it theoretically in accord with his passions, but judgments of the degree to which he succeeds theoretically will certainly vary from reader to reader.
